Group Loyalty in Building
Fire Evacuation

Methodology
After extensive testing and calibration, PrioritEvac was run a minimum of 10 times in each of
three different modes: with no group loyalty, with tiered group loyalty based on perceived
intimacy of groups, and with no group abandonment.
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Results

The Fire
The Station nightclub in West Warwick, RI burned on Thursday, February 20, 2003. The
fire began when the band playing that night, Great White, started their show with
pyrotechnics. Of the 465 people in the club that night, 100 died and over 200 were
injured. The evacuation was also completed in under three minutes. Because of the
short time frame and breadth of data available (from, among other things, someone
there videotaping the concert, the fire has been studied extensively.

Why Modeling?
There are three major types of model: particle physics, cellular automata, and
agent-based model. Agent-based models are preferred because they allow for the
inclusion of individual cognition - and they tend to be more accurate. As part of individual
cognition, agents in an agent-based model can have affectional bonds with other people.
In the case of the Station fire, we have records that not only did the concert-goers have
those bonds, we have records of the types of bonds, the types of groups people came
with: coworkers, friends, dating partners, family members/spouses, and more than one
type of relationship. The agent-based model I built had to accommodate all of those as
well as the physical environment, smoke, and fire.

The Simulation
An agent-based model was developed in NetLogo (Wilensky 1999) that incorporated
building, smoke, and fire data from NIST (2005). PrioritEvac uses individual priorities,
with the assumption that people will prioritize their relationships over a speedy exit,
unless they feel sufficiently threatened by factors in their environment. That assumption
is based on Aguirre (2011), Best (2013), and Fang (2015) finding that group membership
was an important component of survival.

Agent-based modeling of the

Descriptive Statistics of PrioritEvac with variable loyalty
Metric

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std. Dev

Result in actual fire

Dead

29

140

85

25.6

100

Bar Exit

80

176

130

26.4

78

Bar Windows

1

98

37

21.9

71

Kitchen Exit

8

12

9

1.3

17

Stage Exit

17

29

22

3.4

24

people prioritize people they

Sunroom Window

13

54

36

9.2

34

Main Exit

65

191

145

25.3

128

like during evacuation, even

Z-scores of Means

Station nightclub fire shows that

against their best interests.

Dead:
Bar exit:
Bar windows:
Kitchen exit:
Stage exit:
Sunroom window:
Main exit:

Loyalty Levels
The numbers themselves are primarily illustrative in relation to each other
and the intensity anticipated with different levels of intimacy within a group.

0.59001
1.85446
1.47968
4.12198
0.60228
0.26462
0.66562

Coworkers

10

Friends

20

Dating Partners

30

Family Members/Spouses

40

Multiple Relationships

40

Comparisons with other modes

Overall Simulation Process

Metric

No Loyalty

Variable Loyalty

Dead

49

85

90

Bar Exit

141

130

131

Bar Windows

33

37

40

Kitchen Exit

11

9

8

Stage Exit

35

22

19

Sunroom Window

5

36

33

192

145

141

Main Exit

Complete Loyalty

Differentials
The differential avoids privileging any particular metric by subtracting the simulation result
from the actual result and then adding up the absolute values of those numbers: it gives a
measure of total difference from reality.
Metric
Differential

No Loyalty

Variable Loyalty

304

158

Complete Loyalty
178

Conclusions
Decisionmaking

The increased accuracy with loyalty demonstrates again that group ties matter.
PrioritEvac’s basic function, allowing people to prioritize group members rather than their
own exit, was validated by these findings. The dramatic differences in usage of the kitchen
exit point to further work in exploring how people communicated about available exits.
Further research will also include examining the generalizability of the model, as one of the
limitations of these findings are that they stem from a single case study.
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